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AD Gypsum Supply Division hosts first combined meeting 
after merging with The Drake Group, LLC 

Wayne, Pa. – AD’s Gypsum Supply Division hosted its first combined meeting since its 
Building Materials Business Unit merged in April 2019 with The Drake Group, LLC. The fall 
meeting welcomed over 330 plus members and supplier partners in attendance. Held at the 
Hilton Austin hotel Sep. 19-20, attendees participated in a variety of events such as 
business meetings, receptions and member best-practice group sessions.  

The Gypsum Supply meeting is among a host of gatherings for members and supplier 
partners throughout the year across AD’s 12 divisions in the U.S., Mexico and Canada, 
underscoring the importance AD places on networking, building relationships and 
recognizing excellence.  

Dan Maroni, president of AD’s Building Materials Business Unit and Gypsum Supply Division, 
offered his thoughts on the meeting. 

“We had overwhelming attendance,” Maroni said. “Our mission of the meeting was 
accomplished, one group focusing on strength and growth for the independents.”  

AD Chairman and CEO Bill Weisberg delivered a business update and described what it 
means to be “All In,” this year’s meeting theme.   

“It’s an absolute commitment to each other, it’s pushing the status quo, it’s getting fully 
involved and having an unwavering drive with customers, business partners and fellow 
associates,” he said. “AD is all in for our independents.” 

According to Weisberg, about 240 new members have joined the AD community across its 
12 divisions so far this year.  

Weisberg took the opportunity to share key details on what’s tracking as a record-breaking 
AD year, illustrating just how “All In” AD is for its members and supplier partners. Highlights 
included: 

• A projected $46 billion in member sales this year  
• Year-to-date 9% increase in total member purchases in the group 
• Expected purchases from AD supplier partners are on track to grow by $1.2 billion 
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Maroni addressed members and suppliers with a divisional update that included strategic 
initiatives and industry trends:     

• Annualized estimated purchases of greater than $3 billion in merger annual revenue 
• Currently, the Gypsum Supply Division purchases over 13% of the wallboard 

produced in the U.S. and are the largest purchaser of steel/metal framing in the U.S. 
• Emerging Leaders initiative – This will be the fifth consecutive session at the 

upcoming spring meeting in Phoenix, AZ. The event brings together the next 
generation of leaders/owners to help perpetuate and prepare our members for the 
future.  
 

Motivational speaker Jim Craig, president and CEO of Gold Medal Strategies and 1980 
Olympic hockey team goalie and gold medalist, inspired attendees by discussing his key 
learnings of teamwork in business and in sports. Craig left attendees with the understanding 
of his take on believing and executing a shared dream. “Much like this group forming as 
one”, he said, “never let your memories be bigger than your dreams.”  

AD member-owner Brian Roll, George J. Roll & Sons, has a similar background to the 
keynote speaker of playing competitive Ice Hockey. Roll played Division 1 Hockey and was 
invited to play in the 1st National Sports Festival, the start of the 1980 Olympic Hockey 
Team Trials. Roll was invited by Herbie Brooks to try out for the next phase of the Olympic 
Hockey Team.   
 
Ultimately, Roll decided to go home and run his family business. He continues to apply the 
lessons he learned of teamwork, the ability to adapt and commitment to assist him in the 
business world.   
 
Roll shared his thoughts on the groups merging together. “Individuals have certain skill 
sets, but it’s teams that combine their skills to achieve greater success,” Roll said. “I find 
this much like us coming together today, Drake and AD, to battle against the much larger 
chains! I am thrilled to be here to show my support of this fantastic group now called AD 
Gypsum Supply!”  
 
Attendees also heard about the relevant topic of cybersecurity risks and liability from 
experts who explained types of attacks, what to do in the event of an attack and how to 
protect businesses. Following the panel discussion, Keith Hughes with investment bank 
SunTrust Robinson Humphrey presented industry economic trends. The meeting concluded 
with non-competing member-facilitated groups sharing best practices and discussing 
problems and opportunities.   
 
To view and download photos, please visit the: AD Flickr account 
 
The 2019 AD Spring Meeting – AD Gypsum Supply will be held in Phoenix at the Arizona 
Grand Resort April 26 –28, 2020.  
 

 

 

About AD 
AD is the largest contractor and industrial products wholesale buying group in North 
America. AD provides independent distributors and manufacturers of construction and 
industrial products with support and resources that accelerate growth. Our 800-plus 
independent member owners span 12 divisions in the U.S., Mexico and Canada with annual 
sales exceeding $40 billion. AD’s 12 divisions cover industries including electrical, 
industrial, safety, bearings and power transmission, plumbing, PVF, HVAC, decorative 
brands and building materials. For more information, visit www.adhq.com.  
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